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SECTION A EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

PPS was founded in November 2016 by John Feaver, Karl Altenburg (The Altenburg             

Foundation) and Lars Clausen, with James Feaver hired to set up the charity and run its                

programmes. We initially started with £20,000 of funding at Sutton Tennis Academy, where             

James Feaver was coaching at the time, to support performance tennis players who showed              

potential but lacked resources. The foundation of what we do has always been to select the                

most in need and deserving individuals, and to provide both financial support (funding areas              

of need) and non-financial support (mentoring). 

 

In September 2018 we embarked on a “3-year growth strategy” with the total budget of               

£240,000 committed by Karl Altenburg (TAF) and Lars Clausen, with James Feaver working             

part-time as non-Trustee Director hired as the ‘provider of services’. PPS registered as a              

charity in March 2019. In this 3 year period we have: developed a clear identity, worked with                 

65 delivery partners to support their work by delivering new programmes; and worked with              

68 coaches/mentors, supporting 78 of the most in need and deserving individuals. 

 

We have also responded to the unprecedented effect brought about by Covid-19, launching             

an Emergency Hardship Fund to support coaches, mentors and athletes within our network             

who may have been impacted by the pandemic. For the first and second lockdowns we               

provided a weekly transfer of funds to help with essentials, whilst also providing digital              

workshops to keep morale high and maintain the development of our athletes. For the most               

recent lockdown, we updated and improved the Hardship Fund to ask those eligible to ‘give               

a little back’ by buying a food/drink item for somebody homeless or in need. We reimbursed                

and paid them for doing so. We have also partnered with Gregory’s Tree to distribute fruit                

bars, Alcatel to provide tablets, and EE to provide free data to support those studying in                

isolation. 

 

In this Business Plan we will give a thorough outline of our work, review our journey so far                  

(2018-21) and plan ahead for our next three years (2021-24). 
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SECTION B THE JOURNEY SO FAR (2018-2021) 
 

1. CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES 
 

OUR MISSION 
 

Get the best out of young people through sport 
We are committed to supporting young sportspeople with the right attitude, creating 

opportunities for those who wouldn’t have had the chance otherwise 

We believe in the power of sport, and the positive impact it can have 
 

THE NEED - WHY WE DO IT 
 

Sport can create so many opportunities and can add so much value to the lives of young                 

people. It is not just about activity, and nor is PPS – we aim to go further. 36% of young                    

people say the greatest benefit is how sport allows a young person to thrive - helping them                 

to discover their talents, build belief, develop self-confidence and learn life skills. The             

opportunity to build a better future is incredibly valuable (29%) and enjoyment, keeping             

physically fit and mentally healthy are also recorded as positive benefits (27%). A few young               

people also say sport offers an outlet to escape from other stresses (8%).  

 

Unfortunately, two thirds (67%) of people say that not everybody who deserves it is fortunate               

enough to experience these benefits. We believe young people who demonstrate deserving            

characteristics should have the chance - the ones who show dedication, commitment, drive,             

hard work and ambition, despite being deprived of opportunities. 

 

PPS works with trusted delivery partners (such as sports clubs/academies, community           

centres and coaching providers) in the lowest 28% most deprived areas (IMD measure) and              

respected partnering organisations (for example Centrepoint and StreetGames) to find the           

70% of young people who face barriers to participating in and progressing in sport. We               

support them, break down these barriers and help them to get the best out of themselves                

where they may not have had that chance otherwise. 36% of people who experience such               

barriers say the most common struggle comes from outside the field of play, with issues               

such as a lack of support and negative social environments – that is why we provide                

mentorship to all the programmes we deliver and individuals we support. 29% suggest the              
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barriers are purely financial – which is why we provide targeted funding to delivery partners               

and supported individuals. 

 

If PPS didn’t offer this support to these young people, the consequences would be              

devastating – 48% of young people said their mental health and wellbeing would suffer and               

33% said they wouldn’t have the same career prospects. A smaller number (7%) of young               

people say they could be forced down a negative path if sport was taken away. Therefore, it                 

is important for us to find and support the most deserving and in need young people. If we                  

do this, we will make a difference through sport and increase social mobility. 

 

STRUCTURE OF PROGRAMMES AND SUPPORT 

 
WHAT WE DO 
 
In September 2018, we developed a structure of programme and support (see Appendix A)              

with three main outputs/services. These run annually from September to August: 

 
1. Group programme support and delivery 

We work with delivery partners in the most deprived areas (using the IMD measure)              

to create regular and sustainable sports programmes for groups of young people.            

These delivery partners are sports clubs such as an Amateur Boxing Club, a sports              

centre such as a tennis academy, community centres, or coaching          

providers/operators. We fund items such as coaching costs, facility fees or           

fund/subsidise memberships and provide in-house mentorship workshops. 
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Case study: RDF-PPS Advancement Programme 
PPS supports the delivery of Right Development       
Foundation - a basketball programme based in Barking - the          
fifth most deprived local authority in England. RDF does         
amazing work to engage the local community and provide         
an environment that allows its participants to feel safe and          
thrive. 
PPS supports eight of its most talented but in need young           
people by funding their membership costs for the year.         
Those we support have an average age of 16, and there is a             
6:4 male:female split. 
This support is essential to keep these young people         
involved and active. It eases the pressure for their families          
and supports RDF with additional income they wouldn’t        

have received otherwise. Most importantly, it keeps eight young people involved and            
active to allow them to get the best out of themselves through sport. 
Read our ‘wider social impact article’ on this programme here 

http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/
https://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/20-05-05-A-DELIVERY-PARTNER-THE-RIGHT-WAY.pdf


 

2. Individual Support Programme (ISP) 
We offer essential support to the most deserving and in-need young people. This             

support programme involves funding and the provision of individual mentorship. We           

rely on coach recommendations from our delivery programme network, or act on            

referrals from other organisations with access to young sportspeople who deserve           

the chance. 

 

 

 

3. Mentorship 
We provide valuable guidance to both those on the programmes we deliver to groups              

and to the individuals we support. We deliver educational in-house group workshops            
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Case study: Chima Duru, 20 years old, boxer 
Chima was referred to PPS for individual support by         
Double Jab Boxing Club based in New Cross, South-East         
London. Chima had been a youth offender with little         
purpose, but Double Jab had helped him at the most          
critical time. With ambitions to pursue amateur boxing        
and progress his career path, PPS stepped in to offer          
essential support. We funded qualifications for Chima to        
become a coach and paid him to work at Double Jab. We            
also helped to fund essential equipment to allow him to          
train to his best ability . Importantly, we provided         
individual mentoring to offer valuable guidance. Our       
training in employment and interview skills has helped to         
set him up, and he has since started coaching a group of            
younger boxers.  

 
Case study: Jesse Clarkson, 12 years old, tennis player 
We started supporting Jesse in January 2020 as a talented          
young performance tennis player, he was starting to get left          
behind his peers due to lack of finances but certainly no           
lack of positive attitude or ambition. Our support started as          
any ISP with PPS is: with financial support and mentoring.          
We enabled essential individual coaching to supplement his        
training schedule - and mentorship which helped Jesse as         
an additional source of support. The additional coaches        
really made a difference and in the summer of 2020 he won            
his first National event. In September 2020 we launched a          
new branch of the ISP called P++ supporting ‘genuine         
prospects to reach the top of this sport’. Jesse received a           
higher-value programme which we were able to part fund with the LTA to allow              
Jesse the best programme possible. In providing such support PPS was leveling            
the playing field and allowing a young talent the chance to get the best out of                
himself. 
 
Read our ‘wider social impact article’ on this programme here 

http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/
https://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/20-05-29-FROM-PARK-TO-PRO.pdf


and assign a mentor to each individual for continuous and inspiring meetings every             

6-8 weeks. As we have grown and developed as a charity, we have been able to                

provide more mentor meetings by expanding our pool of mentors and ensuring we             

have different skill sets and experiences. Indeed, in year three, we hired two mentors              

in their Twenties who actually received an Individual Support Programme with PPS            

as well, creating a pathway of support from older to younger. 

 

 

WHO WE SUPPORT 
 
The general criteria for who we wanted to support was young people with a positive attitude,                

winning mindset but who had limited opportunity. 

Our three target areas were: 

● Community engagement - younger sportspeople (10+ years of age) with the ambition            

to progress beyond community participation. For example, a young tennis player  

● Sport advancement - higher-level athletes (14+ years of age) looking to advance to             

elite level. 

● Career path - young people (16+ years of age) who are coming out of sport or using                 

their sporting experiences to progress their career in other ways outside of sport.. 
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Mentorship case studies 
Khaled Abu is a 21 year old graduate and         
amateur boxer. We support Khaled with      
funding for S&C training and paid      
coaching. Sport and coaching keeps     
Khaled focused and teaches him various      
important skills like discipline, resilience     
and focus. Mentorship is where his      
programme comes to life with PPS      
Trustee John Feaver voluntarily acting as      

Khaled’s mentor. They can discuss issues that are coming up for Khaled as he tries               
to become fully employed in his chosen career - banking. John can share             
experiences and provide valuable guidance. 
 
Anthony is a 23 year old and PPS        
supports his goal of turning into a       
professional basketball player whilst    
supporting him on his career path as       
well. Anthony has experienced hardship     
and isolation during the pandemic, but      
has an amazing desire to pass on his        
knowledge. So as well as PPS      
supporting him, he acts as a paid mentor        
to younger basketballers that PPS     
supports - creating a unique chain of       
support. 

http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/


 

HOW WE DO IT 
 
Our strategy has been to develop a network of trusted delivery partners (community             

centres, coaching providers, sports clubs/centres) and respected partnering organisations         

(e.g. Centrepoint youth homeless charity or other umbrella organisations) where we could            

support the delivery of their programmes, or create new ones. And from these delivery              

programmes to groups, rely on coach recommendations to offer further support to the most              

deserving and in need individuals. We also act on referrals from within our network to offer                

individual support programmes. 

 

SPORTS & LOCATIONS 
 
When PPS was first established we supported performance tennis players, and whilst we             

remain involved in tennis, we have branched out to work in a variety of sports - including                 

boxing, football, athletics and basketball. We are not exclusive with where we run the              

programmes, although 80% of activity was in London, which helped with mentorship            

provision.  
 
AGES, GENDER & DEPRIVATION & ETHNICITY 
 

● In 2019-20 the average age of the people we supported within our delivery             

programmes was 16, and for those we supported individually was 18. 

● Across both delivery programmes and Individual Support Programmes we supported          

70% male and 30% female. 

● Using the Indices of multiple deprivation measure (IMD) we can target the most             

deprived areas, and in 2019-20 we delivered programmes in the lowest 28% most             

deprived areas. 

● Of those we supported individually, 70% were of BAME background whilst the            

remaining 30% were White British. 
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OUR SOCIAL IMPACT 
 
The impact we have made on all of these young people has been significant and the                

outcomes have been vast. They would not have had these life-changing opportunities and             

the support had it not been for our work and the programmes we have created.. 

For all of our programmes we are reducing the financial pressures to participate and              

progress in sport, whilst increasing mental health and wellbeing by giving young people hope              

and providing valuable mentorship. 

 

SUMMARY  
 
For a small charity the 3 year growth strategy that we started in September 2018 was                

wide-ranging in terms of services provided, people we targeted and the variety of sports and               

locations we worked in. 

 

The advantage of such a wide-ranging structure meant that as a young charity we could do a                 

great deal with the funds we had and find where we could make the most impact. It also                  

allowed us to cast the net  as wide as possible to find the most deserving young people. 

 

Conversely, this wide focus meant we could not hone in on one particular area. It also had a                  

negative impact when applying for funding because funders sometimes prefer to focus on a              

particular target area and locality. 

 

We have learnt many lessons over the three years and are in a strong position to plan the                  

next stage of our development and growth (see Section C). 
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2. FINANCES & FUNDING 
 

We were grateful to have three years of funding in place to be able to grow PPS. Whilst not                   

all of this funding came through, we engaged in additional fundraising and were able to meet                

our initial £240,000 spend plan. 

 

The summary below shows payments and receipts over our initial 3 year period from              

September 2018 to August 2021: 

 

 

Two of our Trustees, Karl Altenburg (The Altenburg Foundation) and Lars Clausen,            

committed to funding the 3 year growth strategy. Across the three years they contributed              

69% of receipts. The other 31% was raised through a multi-year corporate partnership with              

TCL, an electronics and technology company, as well as various other small and             

medium-sized donations from individuals We were also successful in a number of grant             

applications to foundations and trusts. 

 

The summary below shows the split between front-line programmes and back-office costs            

over the same 3 year period: 
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YEAR RECEIPTS PAYMENTS 

Y1: 18-19 £73,245 £56,583 

Y2: 19-20 £86,520 £76,059 

Y3: 20-21 
(projected) 

£99,332 £115,726 

TOTAL £259,097 £248,368 

YEAR FRONT-LINE 

PROGRAMMES 

BACK OFFICE 
COSTS 

Y1: 18-19 48% 52% 

Y2: 19-20 52% 48% 

Y3: 20-21 
(projected) 

62% 38% 

AVERAGE 54% 46% 

http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/


PPS has been able to increase its efficiency and move the proportion of spend further               

towards our front-line programmes over the years - where it is of course most important, as it                 

is where we can make a difference to young people's lives.  

 

For delivery programmes to groups our funded items would cover the following items: coach              

costs, facility fees or subsidising or fully funding membership costs to reach a wider pool of                

young people.  

 

For individual support programmes we would look to cover items such as: training fees,              

individual coaching costs, courses and qualifications, paid work experience, specialist          

performance services (such as Strength and Conditioning or physiotherapy), essential          

equipment and even travelling and living expenses. Our other front line costs have been              

spent on providing mentorship. We cover the expenses of our volunteer mentors and pay a               

fee plus expenses to our paid mentors. 

 

By working with delivery partners and supporting individuals in familiar environments we            

don’t have a facility to run and therefore no overheads, but our main back office costs are                 

staff salary, as well as other smaller costs such as working expenses, administration,             

contractor fees (website design and maintenance, accountancy fees) and software          

subscriptions. 
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SECTION C THE NEXT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT (2021-2024) 
 

1. CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES 
 
Through our wide-ranging structure of programmes and support we have been able to             

gather evidence of where the greatest need is, and where we can make the most difference                

to young people through sport. For the next three years we would like to refine our activities                 

to focus on the high impact areas where we can truly make a life-changing difference to the                 

young people we support. 

 

Our mission will remain the same and we will continue to offer three main programmes: 

● Delivery programme to groups (DPtG) 

● Individual Support Programmes (ISP) 

● Mentorship provision (MP) 

 

Our strategy to reach and support the most deserving young people has developed             

significantly over the previous three years. Our model of delivering programmes to groups,             

offering further support to the most deserving individuals, acting on referrals from other             

organisations and providing mentorship workshops and individuals meetings works. In the           

next stage however, we would like to give more emphasis on the benefit we can provide to                 

the delivery partners themselves, many of which have struggled financially and operationally            

during Covid - our support to them is invaluable as well as the individuals we seek to                 

support. 

 

Using our Monitoring & Measuring Model and Impact & Engagement score for each             

programme, we have been able to analyse that our Community Engagement programmes            

scored 2.6 out of 5, whilst our Career Path programmes (3/5) and Sport Advancement              

programmes (3.5/5) were proven to be of higher impact. 

 

As a result of this, from September 2021 and into year 4 we will focus our ‘priority                 

programmes’ on: 

● Supporting aspiring sportspeople who are looking to advance to elite level by            

providing more access to the training, competition & the essentials needed to leveling             

the playing field; and 

● Creating career pathways by increasing educational & training opportunities to make           

young people more employable 
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We work with delivery partners who do a significant amount of community engagement, and              

reach a lot of young people. Our idea from the start was never to ‘reinvent the wheel,’ but to                   

create more opportunities and offer further support to the most deserving individuals. We             

therefore want to work with and build on the community work already being done, not               

compete with it. We also recognise that gaps remain in community participation and there              

can never be enough opportunities, so we will have ‘secondary activities’ in: 

● Engaging in community programmes to increase participation in disadvantaged areas 

● Setting up other programmes and projects where there is a need - like we did with                

the ‘Emergency Covid-19 Hardship Fund’; or 

facilitate activities which are driven by the young people and coaches within our             

network 

 

Our target audience has always been young people with a positive attitude, winning mindset,              

but who lacked opportunity. And in our next stage we will place more emphasis on inspiring                

delivery partners from the most deprived areas who have access to the young people who               

need support the most. 

Over the last three years we have assessed specifically who needed support the most and               

where we could make the most difference. The criteria is below: 

● Marginalised youths 

● Aspiring athletes with limited opportunities 

● Young people who have suffered hardship and are searching for another chance 

● Low socio-economic groups 

● Areas of high deprivation 

 

Our previous programme taught us that tennis participation is 4.7 times more expensive than              

boxing. We also know that all sports can create opportunities and add huge value to the lives                 

of young people. Therefore whilst we will not exclude more expensive sports such as tennis,               

we will tighten our focus on the programmes which create the maximum impact. 

 

In previous years, 80% of our work was delivered in London and we will continue to focus                 

our programmes and support in the most deprived areas of the capital. 

 

We do not target any particular gender or ethnicity, but rather seek to support those in need                 

and who will respond to support. We will continue this approach so long as our data is an                  

accurate representation of society and the need. 
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In previous years, our social impact was wide because our structure of programmes and              

support was wide. By focusing on particular areas we can define our impact more              

specifically: 

 

● For all: 

➔ Reducing the financial and support barriers involved in participation and          

progression in sport 

● For delivery programmes to groups: 

➔ Increased activity and employment for coaches 

➔ Reducing the financial pressures for delivery partners and families 

● For Individual Support Programmes - Sport Advancement 

➔ Increased opportunities for young aspiring athletes 

➔ A fairer playing field for aspiring athletes 

● For Individual Support Programmes - Career Path 

➔ Increased access to further education and training  

➔ Helping young people become more employable 

● For mentorship provision: 

➔ Improved mental health & well being 

➔ Access to an additional source of support 
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2. FINANCES & FUNDING 

 
The summary below shows the previous three years spend and growth, and the next three 
years fundraising targets and range: 
 

 
We have grown by exactly 34% year by year, and have used this as a benchmark for future 
growth and fundraising targets, whilst providing a 25% range +/- of this target. 
 
As a charity, we rely on the generosity of donors both large and small to achieve our 
mission. Further growth will enable us to: 

1. Continue to grow and develop  as a young charity and emerge as a major force; 
2. Reach more young people and continue to make a difference to their lives through 

sport; 
3. Increase the Director role from a 22 hour working week to a full-time CEO role to 

oversee the growth in programmes; 
4. When we reach the £200,000 per annum target, we will look into employing a 

‘Programme & Sales Manager’ 
 
See Section E.1 for detailed fundraising goals and exactly how we plan to reach our targets. 
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YEAR SPEND GROWTH 
(From previous year) 

Y1: 18-19 £56,583  

Y2: 19-20 £76,059 34% 

Y3: 20-21 
(projected) 

£115,726 34% 

 FUNDRAISING 
TARGET 

FUNDRAISING RANGE 
(25% +/- of target) 

Y4: 21-22 £155,000 £116-194k 

Y5: 22-23 £207,700 £155-259k 

Y6: 23-24 £278,000 £208-347k 

http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/


SECTION D LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 

 

 

PPS has a small and close group of founding Trustees: John Feaver, Karl Altenburg (The               

Altenburg Foundation) and Lars Clausen. All three have two things in common: they have              

been and continue to be successful in the world of business and are winners on the field of                  

play. They are also bound by a mutual desire to reach young people and help them through                 

the power of sport. 

 

As we grow into 2021 we are open to growing this board with people who share the same                  

values, can bring expertise and valuable input. 

 

In September 2019, we formed an Advisory Group, bringing together experts in a variety of               

areas to provide advice (i.e. people who PPS can reach out to and people who come to PPS                  

with ideas). The group has also helped with raising funds and increasing our network. 

 

Our (non-Trustee) Director James Feaver was a tennis player on          

the professional circuit until the age of 25. He was then a            

performance coach for six years at Bath University before becoming          

Head of Performance at Sutton Tennis Academy. James got the          

best out of himself as an athlete and after, gaining a degree in             

Business and Enterprise and is now driven to give that same           

opportunity to others who may not have similar opportunities. 

He is responsible for the day-to-day running of the charity and leads            

on all functions - core identity of PPS, structure of programmes and            

support, monitoring activity and measuring impact, partnerships,       

financial management, communications, fundraising, compliance &      

policies, charity commission responsibilities. The Director      

collaborates with the Board of Trustees and Advisory Group to drive           

the direction and sets the medium term goals and strategy. 
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SECTION E GOALS & OBJECTIVES 
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1. Finances & Funding 

Objective  
● Fundraising targets 2021-24: 

 
● 3rd party funding: 

Raise substantial 3rd party funds other than / in addition to the original             
funders 
Over the initial 3 year period 69% of fundraising was from TAF + LC 
We aim to reduce this to: 50% 

● Increase efficiency between frontline costs and back office costs: 
In 20-21 our ratio is projected to be 62:38 - we aim to reduce this to: 70:30 
The Director/CEO annual salary will be determined by how much funding           
we raise - over Y1-3 the Director salary was 38% of total payments 

● Become more attractive to grant applications: 
In 19-20 we were unsuccessful in 7/9 bids 

● Reserves: 
At y/e 08/20 we had reserves for 4.1 months of running costs, based on the               
previous year spend 
It is our goal to have a minimum of 6 months of reserves 

 

What we will do, 
How we will do it 

● PPS is enthusiastic to work closely with donors/funders and can offer the            
following roles: 
A place on the Board of Trustees, a place in the Advisory Group,             
programme development, mentorship provision 

1. Wealthy individual donors - who believe in our cause and choose PPS as a              
means of giving back into society. 
Engage many more (see Marketing Strategy objective 3) and target a small            
group of large donors. 

2. Foundations/trusts - who share our mission and goals. 
- Build on our existing relationship with The Altenburg Foundation 
- And gain substantial backing from other foundations/trusts 

3. Gather more corporate company support - as part of their Corporate Social            
Responsibility (CSR). 

- Increase our funding from TCL 
- Pitch for more company involvement on particular       

programmes/projects 
4. Seek partnerships and funding from organisations/charities and NGB’s 

(Rather than simply using our own core funding to act on their referrals). 
5. (When permitted) Plan an annual event to raise awareness of PPS and aid             

point 1.1 
6. Attract people to crowdfund on PPS’ behalf, taking part in challenges,           

events or fundraising appeals. 

 FUNDRAISING 
TARGET 

FUNDRAISING RANGE 
(25% +/- of target) 

Y4: 21-22 £155,000 £116-194k 

Y5: 22-23 £207,700 £155-259k 

Y6: 23-24 £278,000 £208-347k 

http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/
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2. Refine our charitable activities 

Objective Focus on ‘priority programmes’ with the following goals & outcomes (our social            
impact): 

● For all: 

➔ Reducing the financial and support barriers involved in        
participation and progression through sport 

● For delivery programmes to groups: 

➔ Increased activity and employment for coaches 
➔ Reduced financial pressures for delivery partners and families 

● For Individual Support Programmes - Sport Advancement 

➔ Increased opportunities for young aspiring athletes 
➔ A fairer playing field for aspiring athletes 

● For Individual Support Programmes - Career Path 

➔ Increased access to further education and training  

➔ Helping young people become more employable 
● For mentorship provision: 

➔ Improved mental health & well being 

➔ Access to an additional source of support 

Rationale We have learnt from our previous 3 years and have evidence of where we have               
made the biggest impact, where we can improve and where to focus our work from               
year 4. 

What we will do, 
How we will do it 

See Section C.1 for full description. 
 

● Develop our database of service providers & partners 
● Deliver our programmes to groups in the most deprived areas of London 

In 19-20 our average was the lowest 28% most deprived areas based on             
the IMD measure 
We aim to get this below 20% from 2021 

● Support the most deserving individuals from our delivery programmes to          
groups as our form of ‘talent ID’: 
In 19-20 29% of our individuals came from delivery programmes to groups 
We aim to ensure delivery programmes to groups serve a purpose of            
supplying deserving individuals by getting this up to 40%. 

● Partner with organisations and support individuals where they demonstrate         
the expectations we expect 

3. Marketing Strategy 

Objective 1. Raise awareness of PPS, our work and impact 
2. To expand our network 
3. And help to raise funds 

Rationale The work we do and the impact we make remains at the forefront, but we have to                 
begin to acknowledge the power of ‘getting the PPS word out’ and how this can help                
us to grow. 
Funders and donors won’t back our plan if they aren’t aware of our work and the                
difference we are making. 

http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/
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What we will do, 
How we will do it 

See Marketing Strategy (Appendix E) 

4. Advancements in M&E (monitoring & evaluation) and R&D (research & development) 

Objective To improve the PPS ‘case for support’ and ensure we continue to ‘serve a specific               
need’. 

Rationale If we can grow and have more time to spend on these areas, we will be able to get a                    
closer look into society, where the gaps are and promote the work PPS does to               
influence a more socially mobile society. 

What we will do, 
How we will do it 

With improvements in M&E and R&D we will be able to Campaign for the need of                
PPS and raise more funds to be able to continue and grow our work. 
Develop our Monitoring & Measuring Model. 
Enhance our Wider Social Impact section within our M&M model. 

http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/


SECTION F SUMMARY 
 

PPS is a young charity ambitious to develop, grow and make a difference to as many 

young people as possible. We have learnt from our previous three years and reviewed 
the impact we have made. With a plan in place from 2021, we believe we are now 

established and well placed to become a major force. We are grateful to all donors 

and funders who make our work possible and help us to get the best out of young 
people through sport. 

 

Together we can contribute to social mobility by giving a chance to those young 
people who deserve it... 

 
 

Click here to see our Annual Report 2018-20 
Click here to see our Impact Report 2019-20 
Click here to see our programmes in action 
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https://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/att-3-PPS-Trustees-Annual-Report-2018-20.pdf
https://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/att-2-Impact-Report-19-20.pdf
https://www.instagram.com/performance_plus_sport/?hl=en
http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/


SECTION G APPENDIX 
 

 
APPENDIX A - STRUCTURE OF PROGRAMMES AND SUPPORT 
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http://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/


APPENDIX B - MARKETING STRATEGY 
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